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Monitoring of almost anything, 
anywhere, anytime...
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MultiSense makes the monitoring of almost 
anything possible - and at a very competitive price.

With Lindcom’s eStock app, you have access to
monitoring data anytime, anywhere - whether you
want to check the remaining volume in your oil
tank, the content within your silos, the tempera-
ture, humidity and CO2 level in any building -  
or anything else that impacts the costs and  
productivity of your business.

Introducing Lindcom MultiSense and eStock – enabling high precision real-time monitoring of 
feed and diesel levels as well as soil and air quality. 
With just a few swipes or clicks of a button you have full access to all your sensor data and a 
feature rich notification and reporting framework in ONE place - convenient and actionable.

The future has become the present

MultiSense benefits

Lindcom’s eStock app also offers a range of other
features. 

For example, you can create and define
your own alarms that allow you to be automatically
notified via phone, tablet and email when it’s time
to order oil and feed, or if the temperature,
humidity or CO2 level exceeds the desired level in,
for example, a pigpen, in the office or in the
classroom.

The eStock app

The best Sensor System on the 
Market for Remote Monitoring 
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Complete solution: All Data in one App

Real-Time Monitoring of Remaining Volume

Automated Ordering of Oil Deliveries

Minimized Hardware costs

Free Support

State-of-the-art Technology

Attractive Pricing

MultiSense from Lindcom



MultiSense Oil is a state-of-the-art system for  
remote real-time monitoring of your oil tank  
content. As a potential add-on product, the state-
of-the-art technology also allows you to be notified 
in case of potential oil theft. 

With Lindcom’s eStock software platform you  
and your oil supplier will automatically receive  
notifications on your phone, tablet and computer 
when it is time for an oil delivery.

Automated Oil Delivery
If your supplier also makes use of Lindcom eStock, 
the complete automation of oil deliveries is a  
reality - optimizing the logistics of both the supplier 
and end user.

Easy Installation
Installation of MultiSense Oil as well as MultiSense 
Fertilizer typically takes only one hour. All you need 
to do is order MultiSense Oil and MultiSense  
Fertilizer, agree on an installation time and down-
load Lindcom’s eStock app. Then you are ready to go!

Remote Monitoring and 
Oil Theft Notification

Automated Remote Monitoring of Silo Content in Real-Time
– Save Time, Money and CO2

MultiSense Oil and Fertilizer

MultiSense Silo

Attractive Price
The state-of-the-art technology behind MultiSense 
and the associated easy installation means that the 
implementation of automated oil and slurry   
monitoring has never been cheaper, better or easier. 

Benefits for you as a Farmer
No more knocking on the side of your silo!

Save time and remove the guess work when estimating 
the remaining volume in your silos with the Lindcom  
MultiSense Silo remote monitoring solution. 

Track the contents of your silos and receive replenishment 
and dry date notifications when it’s time to place an order.

Benefits for you as a Supplier
Revolutionize your supply chain management and  
minimize costs with MultiSense Silo! Get notified  
instantly when each customer needs a delivery, reducing 
transportation and administration expenses while also  
minimizing harmful CO2 emissions.

We ensure that both you as a supplier as well as your 
customers are registered and have access to eStock. 

If required, data from eStock can be integrated into your 
ERP system using an API.

Join us now as a supplier and streamline your  
operations with MultiSense Silo! 
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Scientific studies have shown a significant  
correlation between air quality and productivity, 
learning ability and health. Lack of focus on indoor 
air quality is widespread and results in significant 
productivity losses for businesses, compromised 
health among employees and private households 
and not least unnecessary learning difficulties  
especially among children.

Automated Monitoring of Air Quality
With its slim and handy design, MultiSense Air  
offers top functionality, the sensor and IoT  
features in one. Our eStock app allows you to  
remotely monitor air quality whether you are  
located in the monitored area or not. When levels 
reach critical points defined by you, our eStock  
app will automatically notify you.

Easy and Low-cost Installation
MultiSense Air is not only sophisticated but also 
boasts an easy and fast installation process. 
Furthermore, we make sure you and your appertaining 
MultiSense Air sensor(s) are set up in Lindcom eStock.

Attractive Price
Despite featuring state-of-the-art technology,  
MultiSense Air is affordable even for most private 
households. Avoid unnecessary productivity losses in 
your company, improve your pupils’ learning abilities, 
the health of everybody - invest in MultiSense Air.

The best System on the 
Market for Automated  
Monitoring of Air Quality

MultiSense Air

Contact Lindcom for a non-committal Conversation 
and to receive an Offer tailored to Your Needs.

Complete solution: All Data in one App

Real-Time Monitoring of Air Quality

CO2, Humidity and Temperature in  
One Sensor

All types of Indoor Buildings

In proud collaboration with


